Fourth Grade News
Week of Jan. 11th – Jan. 15th, 2021
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Dates to Remember

Spelling Words
beware
charge
mark
spare
apart
march
stare
alarm
smart
spark

Vowel sounds: r-controlled
vowels

share
rare
market
parent
charm
cart
army
compare
chart
scare

Vocabulary words on the next page.

iReady Diagnostic testing is this week. Virtual
students need to make sure they have
scheduled 2 appointments.
1/11 and 1/14 – Reading diagnostic
1/12 and 1/15 – Math diagnostic
1/18 – MLK Holiday; no school
**Remember, safe site hours have been
extended. Contact your homeroom teacher for
more info.

Quote of the Week
“Self-confidence is a super-power. Once
you start believing in yourself, magic
happens”
-Unknown

Skills of the Week
Reading: Reviewing the Study Guide- All
skills taught up until this point
Writing: Opinion Writing

Math: Multiplying fractions with a whole
number
Social Science: Heat and Electricity
Virtual Student Reminders
Be on time for your live session
Have all your materials already with you
Be sitting at a table
Have your camera turned on
Mute your mic
Change your background setting

Reminders
-All assignments are due by 5:00 pm
-You have TEAMS assignments
EVERYDAY when you aren’t at
school.
-All students must have 90 minutes
each week in iready math and
reading

Academic Words
fractions
line plot
numerator
denominator
product

persuade
reasons
points
evidence
claim
mode
narrative

Testing dates are yet to be determined. These will be their words for the next test. We will
keep you posted on when they will be tested on these words.
1. descent- the act or process of descending: such as a : the act or process of going from a
higher to a lower place or level — usually singular
2. emerge- to rise or appear from a hidden or unknown place or condition : to come out into
view
3. release- to allow (a person or animal) to leave a jail, cage, prison, etc. : to set (someone or
something) free
4. continent- one of the great divisions of land (such as North America, South America,
Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia, or Antarctica) of the Earth
5. trench- a long, narrow hole that is dug in the ground
6. interpret- to explain the meaning of (something)
7. distinguish- to notice or recognize a difference between people or things
8. encounter- to have or experience (problems, difficulties, etc.)
9. relay- to pass (something, such as a message or information) from one person or device to
another
10.resource- a supply of something (such as money) that someone has and can use when it is
needed
11.climate- the usual weather conditions in a particular place or region
12.explore- to look at (something) in a careful way to learn more about it : to study or
analyze (somethin
13.duty- something that is done as part of a job
14.radiation- a type of dangerous and powerful energy that is produced by radioactive
substances and nuclear reactions
15.ruin- to damage (something) so badly that it is no longer useful, valuable, enjoyable,
etc. : to spoil or destroy (something
16.spectacular- causing wonder and admiration : very impressive
17.flourish- to grow well : to be healthy
18.isolate- to put or keep (someone or something) in a place or situation that is separate from
others
19.remote- far away from other people, houses, cities, etc.
20.inhabitants- a person or animal that lives in a particular place
21.permanent- lasting or continuing for a very long time or forever : not temporary or
changing
22.harsh- unpleasant and difficult to accept or experience
23.dwellers- a person or animal that lives in a particular place
24.fertile- producing many plants or crops : able to support the growth of many plants
25.plummet- to fall or drop suddenly in amount, value, etc. : PLUNGE

Roots- sub- under, geo- world

